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Maintaining an
Accurate
Inventory

Organizations must have systems and processes in

place to proactively capture and maintain asset

and contract information in a centralized

repository. This repository must be accessible by the

various groups that work collectively on renewal

cycles -- groups including IT, Finance and Operations.

Maintaining an accurate dynamic asset and contract

inventory, albeit exhausting, will help your

organization:

Avoid unnecessary costs for assets no longer in

use

Insert and update contract details to ensure

accuracy

Account for management-related change to

asset lifecycle events and its impact on existing

Service Agreement Contracts

Ensure that both critical and non-critical assets

are supported with appropriate SLA

Prevent potential contract lapses — which could

otherwise result in critical downtime

Contract
Consolidation



OEM service agreements typically extend 12-36

months from their original purchase date, or the date

on which the host was installed or the service was

started. This requires customers with multiple

vendors products to engage repeatedly in the

renewal process with each OEM service provider.

This action is neither efficient or cost effective. The

consolidation or reduction of many contracts into a

single "master" OEM agreement bene�ts

organizations by allowing them to:

Invest time and effort into contract evaluation at a

line item level

Leverage larger volumes of devices to negotiate

higher discounts with OEM

Strategically plan renewal events so they do not

coincide with other OEM renewals and stress

resource availability

Strategic
Renewal

Expiration Timing

Grouping renewal cycles for all of your primary

vendors at once will only make your job more difficult.

By spreading cycles throughout the year,

resources can focus on executing renewals that

serve the best interest of your company’s �nancial

and operational objectives. The time required to

critically evaluate contracts for misaligned service

levels or support items is significantly reduced by

having access to accurate contract and asset data.



Identify Total Cost
of Ownership

(TCO)

When it comes to service and support agreements,

you must thoroughly understand the cost of your

assets and services in order to effectively control

expenditure. Doing this on your own requires a lot of

time, IT support, and re-prioritization of resources.

However, by utilizing the Summit Partners ServTrax

Portal, our customers are able to construct a long-

term strategy to manage agreements,

administration, assets and services so that you can

perform at a higher level.



An organization’s ability to control long-term Cost-of-

Ownership depends on several factors:

Architecture: This variable encompasses how

you choose to set up a particular application or

service in-line or out-of-line

Model: Each different subscription, including On-

Premise, Hybrid, SaaS and Cloud, impacts the

support levels needed to minimize downtime in

the event of asset failure

Time: Over time, assets and services progress

through various stages and associated cost

throughout their deployment life cycles

Asset Life Cycle

Knowing when an asset must be replaced rather

than renewed is critical to maintaining operational

performance and e�ciency. Vendors often

encourage customers to refresh their technology

rather than renew existing support services as older

assets become more costly to support. The cost-

benefit of refreshing technology delivers advanced

performance, improved feature sets and often

delivers lower operational cost when it comes to

support services.

Companies maximize investment-recognized return

when they successfully deploy strategies for the

ownership of assets and services in their data

environments. Single repository systems help align

physical and nonphysical assets to their respective

contractual elements. These systems give

organizations greater control of their IT investments



and increase the extracted value from the

management of critical data environments. By

incorporating key partner relationships into the

creation of data sources, your company can

minimize administrative costs while relieving the

strain on corporate operations and IT teams.

For more information on how our organization can

simplify your challenges managing complex service

agreements, please contact us or visit our website.
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